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INTERVIEW Angela Gheorghiu
SINGER, UNABASHED DIVA

‘I knew early what
talent I had, what
I could do with it.’

BY PAOLA TOTARO

I t is midsummer in Paris and the
cafes that line the Champs Elysees
are crammed with a mixture of
exhausted shoppers and wide-eyed
tourists. Outside Fouquet’s, the
famed brasserie that has played host

to a cavalcade of stars, from Charlie Chaplin to
Jackie Onassis, a traffic jam directed by an
ineffectual gendarme adds to the chaotic
holiday bustle.

Oblivious to the general confusion, a very
beautiful woman with scarlet lips and a jaw-
dropping mane of black hair glides past the
cars and is directed by Fouquet’s waiters to an
alfresco table.

It is 5pm and Angela Gheorghiu, superstar
soprano, has not only kept her appointment but
is on-the-dot punctual.

Gheorghiu is a supremely gifted singer who
debuted as a youngster at London’s Covent
Garden and was mentored by the late Sir Georg
Solti. But – let’s face it – she is as well known for
her caprices as she is for her voice and electric
stage presence.

Stories about clashes with conductors and
opera house managers – from La Scala’s
Riccardo Muti to the New York Met’s Joe Volpe
– have filled column inches over the years, as
have tales of pre-performance sex ‘‘to relax the
voice’’ and legendary flare-ups with her now ex-
husband, the famed French/Sicilian tenor,
Roberto Alagna.

Gheorghiu’s fierce loyalty to artistic
principle – or arrogance depending on the point
of view – along with a penchant for referring to
herself in the third person make great media
fodder. She once demanded hair and make-up
services for a radio interview. In 2003, she
demanded that The Guardian’s Lynn Barber
hire a limousine to pick her up and a suite in a
Geneva five-star hotel.

If that Jekyll/diva persona still exists, she
isn’t present on this balmy Paris afternoon.

In France to perform at the Opera Bastille –
and due to perform in gala solo performances in
Sydney and Melbourne in October – Gheorghiu
is by turns funny and charming, touchingly
candid about her life, professional and private,
and above all, supremely generous with her
time.

Conducted without minders in tow, our chat
unfolds in a mix of Italian, French and English,
allowing her to switch when a word or phrase
escapes her. No subject is off limits, from
questions about past diva-esque behaviour and
her long friendship with Australian star
conductor Simone Young (‘‘yeess, she did all
her debuts with me’’), to her new love, an opera-
loving physician she met in Covent Garden who
allows her, at last, to draw a line between her
professional and private life.

‘‘His name is Michael, like Romania’s king.
He is absolutely crazy about music and opera
and myself, which is great. I am very, very
happy,’’ she says smiling.

‘‘It was very hard for me before, because my
private and my professional life were the same.
It was a constant battle: to make him [Alagna]
feel he was the man. He was a man. But the
problem was that like me, he was a singer too.’’

Born in Adjud, Moldavia, in 1965 to a train
driver father and seamstress mother,
Gheorghiu says she always knew she would
become a singer. ‘‘I didn’t really think about it,
I just did it.’’

There wasn’t a time in her childhood when
she didn’t sing, she says, and a memory of her
first solo – a Brahms lullaby performed as a
child in kindergarten – is vivid.

Gheorghiu is sure in retrospect that even as a
six-year-old, she already understood intuitively
how to use her breath and modulate her voice.
‘‘We sing like we speak,’’ she says, adding a
belting ‘‘la la la la’’ to demonstrate.

‘‘My singing was natural. I had instinctive
impostazione nel canto [breath and modulation
technique]. It is completely different. The voice
is louder, it is corrected and beautiful . . . from a
little child it was something between weird
and wonderful.’’

At 14, Gheorghiu moved from her parents’
home to boarding school at the National
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University of Music in Bucharest. By the
time she was 18, she was already well known
in her native Romania. She graduated in
1990, making her professional debut at
home as Mimi in La Boheme the same year.

Her timing was fortunate because it
coincided with the overthrow of the
Communist dictator Nicolae Ceausescu the
year before, allowing her to launch herself
almost immediately onto the European
circuit, playing Zerlina in Mozart’s Don
Giovanni for her debut in London.

However, it was a performance in La
Traviata two years later that truly
propelled her to stardom; Sir Georg Solti
was reportedly moved to tears by her
singing and cast her as Violetta. Her
performance, broadcast live from Covent
Garden by the BBC, was widely lauded.

The Sunday Times critic, Hugh Canning,
described her voice as ‘‘perhaps the most
instantly recognisable and interesting
soprano voice of our time, a liquid
instrument of great lyrical beauty with
gleaming spun-gold high notes, but a dark,
vibrant contralto range, reminiscent of
Maria Callas’’.

Gheorghiu studied music and singing
alongside her younger sister, the late Elena
Dan. With just 18 months between them,
the two were exceptionally close. ‘‘We were
like twins,’’ says Gheorghiu. They recorded
a CD together in 1996, just one month before
Dan, 28, was killed in an accident, leaving
behind a young daughter.

‘‘It was, for me and for the family, a big
tragedy but it did not stop there because
four years after, we lost also her husband,’’
she says with a palpable catch in her throat.

‘‘So, I adopted my niece. This is the
simple story. She is 25 now, she is British,
she went to school there and to the
University of Kent. I say she is my London
girl,’’ she adds with a smile.

The year she lost her sister, she married
Alagna – a second marriage for them both –
in a ceremony conducted by New York’s
opera-loving Mayor, Rudy Giuliani. Their
tempestuous and very public union would
end in 2013.

Gheorghiu says her fierce independence
and uncompromising nature when it comes
to art were born of leaving home at 14. ‘‘I
was used to taking all the decisions in my
life by myself. I am very independent; I
never asked advice, ever. This is not just
bla-bla-bla-bla for me, c’est une mode du vie.
It is my way of life.

‘‘To do in my career, even in my study,
all my roles from the age of 18, I never
had a teacher, or a pianist or a coach
for language.’’

What about the diva demands, I ask.
Surely not all the contretemps with opera
house managers, conductors and the like
were the result of an independent spirit?

For a split second she pauses and I fear
the worst until she shifts to Italian (the

language she is most fluent in, second to
Romanian) and speaks at speed: ‘‘Diva. I
like it. It is a word which I think is about the
way you do things. I can say this now
because you ask me, but in the past I did not
speak and nobody [would have] believed
me,’’ she says.

‘‘It is because I have had 25 years of doing
what I want. Every step of my life I did on
my own power and ideas. I asked for this, I
asked for that; I knew early what talent I
had, what I could do with it. I knew from the
beginning I wanted Covent Garden, a year
later I was already at the Met. I did this, I
did that all those years. Myself. By myself.’’

Her focus on Italian repertoire, the opera
houses at which she performed, the CDs she
recorded, the films she made: all have been
her choice and hers alone.

She is fierce and unapologetic about
expressing her opinions, suggesting that
what others have read as petulant and
demanding behaviour was simply about her
uncompromising standards, both as a
woman and an artist. She refused to leave
unchallenged some directors’ views about
performance or even costume. Her fight
with the great Italian conductor Riccardo
Muti, for example, was about his autocratic
manner in discussion about delivery.

A girl brought up in a Communist regime
where nobody was allowed an opinion – let
alone a young woman – was not going to be
silenced or work with a ‘‘man like that’’, she
says. ‘‘I like to work in a beautiful
atmosphere and I have had some
extraordinary experiences with some
brilliant conductors . . . in a couple of
auditions there were directors who were
moved to tears. This gave me a lot of
courage, a position of power. It is hard to
take any less response,’’ she says.

Her ‘‘diva-esque’’ demands, she adds,
have also helped other artists to stardom.
‘‘Antonio Pappano [now music director of
London’s Royal Opera House] I met when I
had an opportunity to do my first CD in 1995
or ’96 . . . Angela asked only for Tony
Pappano for eight or nine recordings after,’’
she says, lapsing into the famed third
person.

Does the superstar still get nervous? ‘‘Oh
yes! Always,’’ she cries. ‘‘I die! Just before
the curtains open I think I have forgotten it
all, that I can’t do it. Then I do it and I love
it. I just love it!’’ she says, face alight
with joy.

‘‘Nothing can compare with what an
artist feels and [when they are] conscious of
what they can give. I want people to love
what I have done. And when it is loved, it is
a massive satisfaction for me.

‘‘Only something huge in life – a birth, a
great love, perhaps – can possibly rival
that feeling.’’

Angela Gheorghiu is at the Sydney Opera
House on October 8.
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